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Justin
Hayward
steps out

By Angel Streeter |

Staff writer

Barry Greenfield is getting back the class ring he lost 40 years
ago, but he’s more intrigued by the man who held on to it that
entire time with the hope of finding the ring’s owner.
“That really speaks to his integrity,” he said.
Albert Berkowitz’s mother found a
1974 Miramar High School class ring
in the 1970s, and finding the
rightful owner has dogged
Berkowitz throughout
the years.
Graduates from
Miramar High
School cracked
open their old
yearbooks from
1974 after reading
in the Sun Sentinel
about Berkowitz’s eagerness to find the ring’s owner. They
hoped to match up the engraved
initials found in the ring — BJG —
See RING, 14A

Florrida’s newest bowl game
will tackle breast cancer
By Doreen Hemlock
Staff writer

There’s the Rose Bowl, the Orange Bowl and now the AutoNation Cure Bowl.
AutoNation, the auto retailer based in Fort Lau-

the kickoff to a season of nearly
three dozen bowl games.
The Cure Bowl is one of three
new Florida bowl games added
during the past year. The Miami
Beach Bowl will be played
Dec. 22 at Marlins Park and
the Boca Raton Bowl will
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ARC Broward focuses on
training disabled workers

Reunion tale has
a nice ring to it
Class of 1974 graduate claims memento kept
safe 40 years by man resolved to find owner
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Barry Greenfield, left, is waiting for a treasure to arrive in
the mail — his 1974 class
ring, which Albert Berkowitz, who lives west of
Boca Raton, guarded.

Crist
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S. Florida focus of
intense campaigning
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Staff writer

DEERFIELD BEACH —

Charlie Crist and Gov. Rick
Scott are blanketing
Broward County, in a lastBENNETT/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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“It’s my first job, and I’m really happy,” she
David Boden, 53, of Hallandale Beach,
who received a salary of $500,000 a year,

Despite skills, some struggle to find jobs
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